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hello! 

I’M HOLLY
I’m a Wedding, Elopement and Lifestyle photographer

who’s obsessed with finding the beauty in the most simple

things in life. 

My work combines a documentary approach with a

creative flair and a splash of boho vibes. I am often

inspired by nature and my favourite shoots are the ones

outdoors in vast spaces. 



WHAT
to expect



"We had the pleasure of holly photographing our wedding. Safe

to say we made the best choice. Everything was so natural, to the

point I didn't even realise she was there when I arrived. Holly

herself is very friendly, laid back and not a photographer that

puts any pressure on you. If you want your wedding

photographed to a high quality. Look no further. "

-Toni & Will



ENGAGEMENT
Session

3 REASONS ENGAGEMENT SHOOTS ARE GREAT

It helps you get used to being in front of the camera. 1.

Being in front of the camera, and the thought of having a photographer follow you

around for a whole day can feel a little daunting, so an engagement shoot is a great way  

of getting to know your photographer better, and gives you the chance to feel more

comfortable having your photo taken. 

2. Use the photos on invites and save the date cards.

Name a better way to make your save the dates even more personal... 

3. Remember the newly engaged feeling forever. 

You only plan on getting engaged once right? So capture the moment, frame it and

treasure that feeling forever. 



OUTFIT inspiration

THE 3 C'S - colour, comfort & compliment

My style lends itself to neutral and earthy tones so consider this when

choosing your outfit for your shoot. White is great too and I'd always

recommend wearing a solid colour rather than busy prints. 

It’s so important to wear something that you feel comfortable in to your
couple’s shoot! These photos should reflect who you are as individuals and
as a couple, so it's important you feel most like your most authentic self.

Your outfits want to compliment each other, not match! Try and stick to
the same colour family and vibe. 

COLOUR

COMFORT

COMPLIMENT



WEDDING DAY
photo tips

LAUGH

TOUCH

LOOK

Don’t hold back on the laughter! As your photographer, I’ll
be looking out for those funny moments and real belly laughs
as these are the kind of authentic moments that look great on
the camera. Plus you’ll want to look back at the photos and
remember how much fun you had! 

I know it can feel weird having intimate moments whilst
someone is taking photos of you but you’re in love right? So
please touch each other! Place your hands on each other, hold
hands, cuddle, kiss, do whatever feels natural to you! I’ll also
give you some prompts to make sure no one feels
uncomfortable. 

Just because you’re having your photo taken, doesn’t mean
you can’t look at one another. In fact, I often encourage my
couples to look at each other rather than at the camera as it
feels more intimate and authentic this way. 



FIRST LOOK or
DOWN       AISLEthe
Do you break tradition and see each other before the
ceremony or do you wait? This is a tricky decision for
some, but it's all down to personal preference! There
are pros and cons to each so it's important you choose
to do what feels right for you as a couple.

This is a fairly new where couples decide to see
each other before the ceremony. It provides
couples with an intimate moment in private and
gives you the opportunity to get an amazing
moment captured with no one else around. If you
don't want to go for the full look then the 'first
touch' is a great halfway! 

Tradition says that couple's shouldn't see each
other until you're walking down the aisle, and for
many couples, this is all part of wedding magic.
Waiting to see each other means your guests get to
be part of this special moment and watch both of
you as you see each other for the first time on your
wedding day.  

FIRST LOOK OR FIRST TOUCH

DOWN THE AISLE



I T ' S  A L L  I N
the details



IT'S ALWAYS THE SMALL PIECES
THAT MAKE THE BIGGER PICTURE
Your photographer will want to make sure they capture
every little bit of your big day, so if there's certain things
that you don't want to go unnoticed, make sure you let
your photographer know about them! 

Whilst you're getting ready, your photographer
will take the opportunity to sneak into another

room and get some shots of the important
wedding details that you'll want to remember

forever. It's always super helpful when the details
are collected and ready to go in one place so that

your photographer knows they've got everything
and can focus on arranging them. 

Invites / Save the dates / Perfume or Aftershave /
Jewellery / Rings / Vows / Shoes / Veil / Flowers /

Sentimental items / Anything Else!

Detail Shot Checklist



“If you are considering Holly as your
photographer, I wouldn't even give it a

second thought.

We were lucky enough to have Holly as our
wedding photographer, she brought

professionalism, creativity, kindness and fun
throughout the day.

As a couple who never take any photos,
Holly made it feel effortless.

We have an album full of beautiful photos to
remember our day. Holly was truly a joy to
have with us and if we had to do it all over

again, I would chose Holly every time.”

-Flo & Aaron





Collections
WEDDING

7 hours coverage

Pre Wedding Consultation

Unlimited advice / pep talks

Editing in my signature style

Sneak Peeks within 72 hours

Online gallery for download 

Personalised wooden box

Wooden Memory stick

15 6x4 prints

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

THE TANK
£1450.00

THE MINNIE

5 hours coverage

Pre Wedding Consultation

Unlimited advice / pep talks

Editing in my signature style

Sneak Peeks within 72 hours

Online gallery for download 

Personalised wooden box

Wooden memory stick

15 6x4 prints

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

£1200.00
THE WOLFIE

 9 hours coverage

Pre Wedding Consultation

Unlimited advice / pep talks

Editing in my signature style

Sneak Peeks within 72 hours

Online gallery for download 

Personalised wooden box 

Wooden memory stick

15 6x4 prints

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

£1750.00



"HOLLY DID OUR WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHY, SHE WAS ABSOLUTELY
AMAZING! MADE EVERYONE FEEL SO SO
RELAXED AND WAS SO MUCH FUN TO BE
AROUND! HONESTLY CANT RECOMMEND
HER ENOUGH! I EVEN SENT HER SOME
“INSPIRATION” PICTURES OF WHAT I
WANTED AND SHE WAS MORE THAN
HAPPY TO RECREATE THEM WITH HER
OWN STYLE OBVIOUSLY! SO A MASSIVE
THANK YOU TO YOU HOLLY OUR DAY
WOULDN’T HAVE BEEN COMPLETE
WITHOUT YOU THERE!

10/10 ABSOLUTELY AMAZING"

-Olivia



Asked Questions
FREQUENTLY

HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE TO
GET THE PHOTOS BACK? 

IS THERE A SECOND
SHOOTER OPTION? 

You will always receive a selection of sneak
peek photos within 72 hours of your
wedding and I aim to get the full album
delivered to you within 3 - 4 weeks.  

Absolutely! A second shooter is a great
option if you want to capture both the bride
and groom getting ready in the morning. It
also means that while your with your
photographer, the second shooter can be
capturing guest photos o you won’t miss a
thing! You don’t need to worry about
sourcing a second photographer, I’ll do that
for you. 

DO YOU DO WEDDINGS
OUTSIDE OF SUFFOLK? 
YES! I love to travel and explore new places,
so if you love my work and want me to
capture your special day then I am ready,
even if your wedding is in Mexico or Bali!    



EXTRAS &
Other Products

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Drone Photography/Videography
- £375 -

Pre wedding OR Engagement shoot
- £275 -

Second Photographer
- £395 - 

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS

- price varies - 

Macrame Wedding Arch hire 
- £250 -

Macrame Wedding Favours  
- price varies - 

Macrame Top Table Runner

Sometimes a standard package isn’t enough and that’s absolutely fine. The following extras
are available for any wedding and can be  discussed with me at the time of booking.



HOLLYWILLIAMSPHOTOGRAPHY@OUTLOOK.COM

GET IN touch
WWW.HOLLYWILLIAMSPHOTOGRAPHY.COM

07436869025


